We give an elementary proof of the uniform ergodic theorem: "Let T be a linear operator on a Banach space with ||r"/n||-K). The following are equivalent: (1) N-1 2'n=J T" converges uniformly. (2) (1-Tf-Xis closed. (3) (I-T)Xis closed."
In 1943, N. Dunford [1] obtained certain ergodic theorems as corollaries of the operational calculus for analytic functions of an operator on a complex Banach space. One of these results is given in the equivalence of the first three conditions of the following theorem. The equivalence of condition (4) seems to have been unnoticed by Dunford, since in [2, p. 649] he remarks that the mean ergodic theorem has to be assumed to prove sufficiency.
The proof given here does not depend on the spectral analysis and applies to real or complex Banach spaces. Some corollaries are given.
Theorem.
Let T be a bounded linear operator on a Banach space X satisfying ||rn/«||-»0. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) There exists a bounded linear operator E such that
(2) (/-T)X is closed and X={x: Tx=x}@(I-T)X. (3) (I-T)2Xis closed. (4) (I-T)X is closed.
Proof. We denote y=Cl((/-F)A'). (l)=>(2): By (1) we necessarily have E2=E with EX={x: Tx=x}, and X=EX@ Y. Y is invariant under T, and the restriction S=T{Y satisfies WN'1 S^T,,1 S"||-»-0. Fix N such that Pr_12£*S"ll<l.
Then I-N^J^S71 is invertible, and so is I-S; thus Y= (I-S) Y= (I-T)Ya (I-T)X, and Y= (I-T)X. (1)
=>(2) I-S is invertible on Y and iI-T)X=Y=iI-S)Y= iI-T)Y=iI-T)2X.
Hence for xeX there is y e 7 with iI-T)x= iI-T)y. Thus ^=(x-j)+j
and X={x:Tx=x}®iI-T)X. This shows that N'1 2îto r" converges strongly, and £=lim A^1 ^nlo rn is a bounded projection on {x:Tx=x}, and its null-space is Ql -T)X (which is closed). (1) follows because il-T) is invertible on Y. Remark. We can also add the condition "iI-T)X is closed" to Theorem 3.16 of [1] . Since its necessity is proved in [1] , we sketch the proof of its sufficiency using the ideas of the previous proof (the notation is that of [1] ): We may and do assume that/"(l)=l, by looking at/"(z)//"(l), since /"(l)-»-l. Thus/"(l)-1=0, so that we can find analytic functions gniz) such thatgn(z)(l -z)=fn(z)-l (withgn defined where/" is defined).
On Y=(I-T)Xv/e can show \\fn(T)\\^0 so that I-fJT) is invertible on Y and therefore (I-T)gn(T) is invertible on Y and so is I-T. Hence (7-T)2X= (/-T) Y is closed, and this is one of the equivalent conditions in [1] . and since TY^z Y, 7-Fis invertible on Y. Z={x:Ax=x} is finite dimensional (since \\A -ß||<l) and F-invariant. From this we have easily that 117V 1 J^To1 Tn-E\\-*0, the limit E being a projection on a subspace of Z.
Remark. This result, when ak=l (Tquasi-compact), is due to Yosida and Kakutani [8] , who obtained the spectral analysis (on a complex Banach space) of T and deduced the corollary. A proof, in their set-up, which looks only at eigenvalues of unit modulus, is given in Loève [6] . Another proof for Markov operators is given in Neveu [7] . The assumption sup||F"||<oo is used to insure that Cl((7-A)X) does not contain fixed points of A. The methods of Dunford and Schwartz [3] , using spectral analysis and the operational calculus, prove the result of [8] Example. Corollary 3 can be applied to the operators induced by a Markov transition probability, with X being either the space of bounded measurable functions or finite signed measures, and Z the other space.
The results are now applied to a problem in topological dynamics.
Proposition. Let S be a (nondiscrete) compact metrizable space, and let 6 be a continuous mapping of S into itself having a unique invariant probability, X. Assume that X(U)>0 for 0 ^U open. Then there exists a continuous function f with §fdX=0 such that sup^H^^Lo/X^"*)!^00-Proof. Let T be the operator on C(S) defined by Tf(x)=f(Bx). By assumption, Cl((I-T)C(S)) = {feC(S):$fdX=0}.
If the assertion fails, Corollary 1 shows that A7"-1 ~Zn=o Tn converges uniformly, and N-1 2«=o T*n also converges uniformly (on the space of finite signed Borel measures). Let F be the Markov operator on LX(X) defined by uP=d(T*p)\dX when u=dp\dX. Then N~x 2*r0'?" also converges uniformly, and P is conservative and ergodic; hence by Horowitz [5] Fis Harris. But the Borel field is not atomic modulo X (S is not discrete) contradicting the atomicity of the deterministic field of a Harris process. Hence the assertion is true. Remarks.
(1) Gottschalk and Hedlund [4, p. 138] give a method of constructing such functions / in a particular situation. (2) Horowitz [5] also proved that for a conservative and ergodic Markov operator the uniform ergodic theorem is equivalent to the strong ergodic theorem (in Loe). The proposition shows that the analogue for an operator T on C(S) fails, if F is not Harris.
